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April Meeting Canceled
Never did I think one month ago we would be
having to cancel our April guild meeting!
Facilities are closed and we are urged to
hunker down in our homes and not meet in
groups.
This is certainly a new lifestyle for all of us and
is so unlike the character of quilters. We have

for generations met in groups to sew, discuss
(and solve) the world’s problems, and share in
all of life’s journeys.
I hope you are using social media, FaceTime,
Zoom, Instagram, etc. to continue connecting
with your small quilting Friendship Groups.
CANCELED continued on Page 14

Local organizations looking for masks

We are continuing to be asked
to make face masks from
various groups. Missouri Star
Quilt Co. has a simple how-to
video and the internet is full
of mask making content.
Janet Brown (janetlbrown714@gmail.com), a
Field Rep from Congressman
Lou Carrera’s office, is requesting 24 masks for the
Ronald McDonalds House.
She is checking again at
CHOC to find their needs. She
would like a patriotic mask

(red, white, and blue) for the
Congressman as he attends
multiple food give-aways. She
also would like to have photographs of OCQG quilters
making the masks for sharing
on social media.
Another email came from
the Illumination Foundation,
which helps homeless families. They are in the process
of opening eight shelters in
motels/hotels to house 150
MASKS continued on Page 13

Jamie Cargo’s husband, Chris, taught
himself to sew so he can make masks
for loved ones. He used Orange Dot
Quilts’ pattern.
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President’s Message

Gratitude for safety, quilting supplies

G

rateful...

I am! As quilters, we have shelves of abundant
fabric, beautifully sorted by color and/or style.
Let us power up our machines and sew! Put
on some Christmas music and make Christmas
stockings. Blast John Philip Sousa and stitch a
quilt for vets. Oh my, you stumbled onto a bin
of novelty fabrics, so make a quilt for kids.

As I write this message today, my
church has canceled worship service.
Disneyland, Knott’s Berry Farm and Universal
Studios have closed. Taco Bell and Starbucks
are considering drive-thru service only. My
public library was open for “pickup” only.
Surround yourself in fabrics and threads.
Enjoy the time in your sewing space. Have a
The cool and rainy weather is
happy day!
keeping me in my pajamas. My
shrinking pantry supplies are
And wash your hands, wash your hands,
forcing me to prepare some
WASH YOUR HANDS!
unusually exotic meals. Grateful
Becky Sproal

ABOVE: Robin Faxas and Kathy Christiansen hold the cake
of fat quarters they made to celebrate the guild’s 39th
birthday. Each member took a fat quarter home. Members
also got to have a slice of cake -- vanilla or chocolate, yum!
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Introducing Block Party 2020-2021
First of all, I would like to
thank Becky Moulton for a
fun year of Block Party blocks!
I have learned much, improved my techniques and
had fun with fabric.

win a prize and we will be so
proud to show off your block
party quilt.

three pattern pieces into
beautiful butterflies. Hopefully you came by the block
party table and picked up the
Finally, we will be keeping all
pattern and some batik and
the tickets that are not pulled
background fabric for next
each month and drawing from
month’s butterfly blocks.
Block party is our chance to
them for the opportunity
“play” with fabric, learn a
baskets of fabric and sewing
Thanks to Becky Moulton we
new technique or two and
supplies that we will be giving had colorful card trick quilt
even win a collection of quilt away at the end of our Block
blocks to give out.
blocks made by our fellow
Party year next March. But, of
We had 38 blocks turned in
guild members.
course, you must play and put
with three winners with 13,
your name in to win!
Sadly, we can’t all win sets of
13, and 12 blocks each. The
blocks each month, but we
Lyn, Brigette and I have had
lucky winners were Michelle
can have fun making them
lots and lots of fun choosing
Cooper, Becky Sproal and Gigi
and we can “win” in other
block patterns and writing up Hicks.
ways.
instructions. Lyn has been our
Oh, and another thing, start
pattern sizer and designer.
When you bring in at least
saving your selvages, minone quilt block for the drawSome months the designs are imum 1 inch wide, for our
ing, you will win because you super easy and other times
January Block party. See you
will get the new pattern and
they look more complicated,
next month at the Block Party
you will also get to pick out
but we have been able to
table.
a fat quarter for making next simplify them, using some of
Cheri Hansen, Lyn Brown,
month’s quilt blocks. Wow,
Lyn’s quilt-making techniques.
Brigette Brink
new fabric to play with and a Brigette has been quality
new design to try!
control and sample maker
P.S. With the April meeting
and will substitute in as chair canceled, we hope you’ll still
If you are not the lucky winin May when I will be out of
make this month’s blocks.
ner of blocks, you can still win
town.
As a bonus, we’re including
in a big way if you bring in a
May’s block too! We will do
quilt top that you have put
April’s blocks are batik butterdrawings once we meet again
together using a Block of the flies. The pattern introduces
in person!
Month pattern. Winner, win- Lyn’s simple “stained glass
ner, chicken dinner! You will
overlay” technique to turn
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OCQG BLOCK OF THE MONTH—APRIL 2020
BATIK BUTTERFLIES
12 ½ Unfinished Block
COLORS: BRIGHT BATIKS FOR BUTTERFLIES
SOLID BLACK FOR STAINED GLASS LEAD
LIGHT BLUES OR GREENS FOR BACKGROUNDS
We will use a “Layered Stained Glass” technique
to make these beautiful butterflies.
ONE BLOCK:
1: Trace patterns on the smooth side of fusible web. You will have 3 pieces only. The black lead is all one solid
piece. Do not cut the inside holes out until after you have fused it on your black fabric. It will be much easier
to cut these lines accurately with all the fusible attached.
2: Trace on the dotted lines for the butterfly wings, one whole piece for the long, top wings and one whole
piece for the bottom smaller wings. Do “window”* these wing pieces of fusible web before you iron them to
the back of your batik fabrics, keeping each set one whole long piece, still attached at the body. This will
make a lighter, more flexible block.
*”window”—to cut away part of the center of your fusible before ironing it on to your fabric.
It is usually wise to leave at least ½” along the edges to provide stability.
3: Fuse the upper and lower wing pieces on the back of your batik fabrics; cut out on dotted lines. Fuse
butterfly lead piece onto black fabric and cut it out, still in one piece.
4: Cut background fabric 13 inches square.
5: Remove backing papers and arrange butterfly on your background fabric at any angle you choose.
6: When pressing fused butterfly and black lead onto your background be sure you press straight down
without sliding your iron, as you could move your pieces off your original positioning.
Don’t slide your iron. Press down, pick up and press down.
7: Stitch with a small zigzag stitch (NOT a straight stitch) in black thread on both sides of your stained glass
lead.
8: Trim your block to 12 ½ inches unfinished
Put your name in the drawing Once for each butterfly turned in (Maximum of 5). Questions: Contact Cheri
Hansen at hansen.cheri@gmail.com or 714-528-1836
If you make a quilt top out of these lovely butterflies and bring it to guild to share, whether you win blocks or not,
you will win a prize! Have fun!
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OCQG BLOCK OF THE MONTH-May 2020
MAY MINIS
3 ½” Unfinished Block
COLORS:
BACKGROUND: FLORAL PRINT
BASKET: PRINT THAT READS AS A SOLID
ONE BLOCK
1: Cut (1) four inch square floral print
2: Trace basket onto fusible web (template on back)
press onto back of basket print and cut out; remove paper
3: Press basket in middle of background square
4: Edge stitch basket down using a matching thread color
with a narrow zigzag or a buttonhole stitch
5. Carefully trim background to 3 ½ inch square

Put your name in the drawing Once for each Mini block turned in (Maximum of 5)
Questions? Contact Cheri Hansen at hansen.cheri@gmail.com or 714-528-1836
If you bring in a quilt top made from these darling Minis, whether you win blocks or not,
You will win a prize. Play to have fun with fabric!
OPTIONAL USES FOR THESE ADDICTIVE MINIS:
On the back side is a pattern designed by Lyn Brown for a doll quilt, miniature wall hanging
or table topper made from twelve of these little beauties.

You can also make 12 ½” squares from five minis by alternating five minis with four 3 ½” white blocks
stitched together, and then framing this nine patch with 2” borders on top and bottom and sides:
Mini White Mini
White Mini White
Mini White Mini
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Eleanor Burns gives trunk show
Eleanor Burns did not disappoint at her stage show
March 14!
She and her granddaughters entertained those who
weren’t already shopping before the show started. Once
we were all gathered she
answered any burning questions we had about her — her
favorite quilt is the one she’s
currently working on.
We had a wonderful time
meeting her, learning a little
ABOVE: Guild members pose with Eleanor Burns (center, red skirt) after seeing
about her childhood through many of her quilts and learning the techniques to make them. BELOW: Carolyn
her quilts and stories, and get- Erratt and Cheri Hansen serve as Eleanor’s assistants.
ting autographs and pictures. just for our group and wonCarolyn Erratt and Cheri Han- derful discounts throughout
the shop. The lines were long
sen were fabulous as her assistants! Julie, Helene, Trudy, so I know everyone took advantage of that!
Carol and Cheri enjoyed having Eleanor at their table for
I’ve got my thinking cap
lunch. They reminisced about on trying to come up with
some of Eleanor’s old shows, our next fun outing. Please
learned more about her cabin share any ideas you have and
in Julian and then made Elea- thanks to Pat Adair for sugnor very happy by giving their gesting this one!!
cookies to her for her grandJennifer Kerr
children.
Queen of Fun
And, of course the shopping
was fun. There were specials

Sunshine and Shadow
Bonnie Klopfer broke her toe when something fell out of the freezer on it.
Trudy Teshima is a proud grandma again.
Sandy Milo has been sick and her dog Buddy has passed.
Page 8
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Sew and Tell

Untitled
Beth Stiel
Beth made this from a pattern in Simply Moderne.

Pot au Fleurs
Susan Winnie / Bobbie Moon
Susan’s friend Kathy Delaney published this pattern in 2004.
The Color of Music
Jennifer Kerr / Jami Goto
This is Jennifer’s row robin quilt. Helene Born, Patti Pane and Trudy Teshima all helped.
Winter’s Song by Doug Leko
Kathleen Quinn / Cindy Kruze
Kathleen made this for her sister-in-law
after working hard to find the fabrics a
second time!
Happy Easter
Pat Adair
This Pat’s row robin quilt. Carolyn Erratt,
Lorraine Vorhees and Lori Ferrari-McCoy
all helped.

Want to see more creations
from guild members? Visit our
Facebook page!
You can find the Sew and Tell
Form on our website.

Retreat Get Away – July 13-16, 2020

Retreat is full!
OCQG 2020 Retreat will be here in just four
months. Retreat is FULL! We are no longer
taking Retreat Forms and/or deposits and
there will not be a waiting list.

just a few extra sips of wine for that top to be
done or some handwork to sit on the patio
and drink some wine with friends and you
never know what you might find at the quilt
shops that are in the area.

Emails will be sent to retreaters with updates
on balances, which are due in June, and reThere will be a few extra activities if you care
treat info.
to join in. Two games of Left, Right, Center
– three fat quarters to play a game — one
Now let’s start thinking of retreat projects. I
RETREAT Continued on Page 13
like to bring a few. Maybe a UFO that needs
Orange County Quilters Guild, P.O. Box 3108, Orange, CA  92857
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Programs
Hey everyone,
Hope you are holding up well and making lots of masks for friends, family and support
groups.
I am sorry to announce that our Mini Mystery Retreat with Lyn Brown has been canceled
and will be rescheduled as soon as possible. Any member who signed up and paid may
request a refund or just hold on for our new date. Lyn worked so hard on creating a truly
Orange County mystery using inspiration from our fun little island, Balboa, so hold on to
your homework of selection of fabric and be patient as we reschedule the retreat.
We have also decided to reschedule our May speaker, Kathryn Alison Pellman, as well.
Look for further notices about the new dates.
Have you ever thought about teaching a class? I am always looking for interesting techniques, concepts and quilty knowledge to present to our guild. If you have quilty knowledge you might want to share, please write me an email or give me a call and perhaps we
can make it happen. Our guild has so many talented and inspirational sewists, I would love
to tap into that inspiration. Please contact me with your ideas.
Be happy, be healthy and quilt on!
Julie McCluney
First Vice President, Programs
Month		

Speaker				

Program/Workshop

POSTPONED		

Lyn Brown				

Quilters Journey / Mystery Retreat

POSTPONED		

Kathryn Alison Pellman		

Fashionista & Storytelling / Word Salad

June 9-10		

Wendy Knight

July 13-16		

Retreat

Traditional Beginnings to Contemporary
Impresionistic Design / High Key Design

August 11-12
Ann Turley				
Confessions of the Quilt Police / Making
								Faces Too
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Workshops
Home Sweet Home
There were Halloween houses and Christmas
houses and houses of bright colorful hues.
In our March workshop Elizabeth Eastmond
taught us tips and tricks for completing her
cute little 18-inch or 26-inch quilts Houses in
the Round/Home Sweet Home. Cutting out
the many bits and pieces ahead of time sped
up the process and most participants were
able to complete their quilt top at the workshop.
Elizabeth said she wanted students to go away
with at least one new tip or way of doing
something. She shared her method of ironing
half-square triangles without stretching them
out of shape, and her way of dealing with
small pieces of fabric (cut them larger than required and trim after sewing). The tops were
each unique and adorable, and as always we
got to spend time with friends and enjoy the
quilting process.

ABOVE: Quilters work on their houses. BELOW: The attendees who finished their tops show off their handiwork.

Mystery Retreat
The special two-day Mini Mystery Retreat
titled “Balboa” by Lyn Brown has been postponed. Those who already reserved a spot
will have the option to request a refund, but I
hope you’ll be able to go on the new to-be-announced date.
Vicki Slone
Second Vice President, Workshops

Orange County Quilters Guild, P.O. Box 3108, Orange, CA  92857
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A word from Quilts for Kids and Quilts for Vets
Happy Spring! I am loving these longer days
and shorter nights, more time for quilting! In
these times of limiting social activities I am
trying to focus more on sewing and finishing
up a few philanthropy quilts I had put aside.
I always appreciate an excuse to stay in and
sew.

donated items.
Because I was not there to do our monthly
raffle, I will be picking eight names to win two
Fat Quarters at our next meeting. How much
fun is that!

I missed last month’s meeting, but Susi McLane did a fantastic job of greeting everyone
and accepting our Philanthropy items. We
received 13 completed Quilts for Kids, 16
pillowcases, one receiving blanket and two
tops for Veterans. Thank you to everyone who

Use this time of staying at home to work on
those projects you’ve been meaning to try.
Remember a child or veteran won’t care if every stitch is perfect. They will just feel all the
love you put into that quilt.
Michèle Wulf
Philanthropy Chairwoman

Challenge 2020:

Adopt-a-Top starts out strong
Special project Adopt-a-Top
2020 Challenge is going
strong.

include backing, binding
and batting, or not. There
are Quilts for Kids and Vets
available. (Providing some
We encourage you to continof your own materials like
ue to make tops and pillowbacking or batting scraps
cases and turn those in at
will help to clean up some
meetings, but we are chalof that overflowing stash at
lenging the guild members
home, making room for new
to help complete as many of
fabric!)
the stored tops as we can in
2020-21. We now have had 2. Sign up on the Adopt-a56 quilt tops adopted and
Top list so we know it is one
32 have been completed
from our stash of tops.
and returned. The rules are
3. Complete the entire quilt,
simple:
including quilting and bind1. Adopt a top at the Philan- ing. Binding can be hand
thropy table at any meeting sewn or machine stitched,
this coming year. It may
but must be completed

Page 12

before turn in. We learned
a cool new trick for a flange
binding at the Eleanor Burns
demo day, maybe try that.
4. Be sure to check in on
the list when you turn your
quilt in. Fill out a ticket for
a drawing that will be held
every few months.
The next drawing will be at
the May meeting. If you do
not win the first or second
time, your name will remain
in the jar for the entire year,
so more quilts turned in,
more chances to win.
Any questions, please call
ADOPT continued on Page 13
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ADOPT continued from Page 12
714-490-0391 (home) or 714-394-1085 (cell),
or email to susiq2007@roadrunner.com. A big
thanks to all those who took quilts so far. Keep
them coming. We need about 125-plus quilts
for Snuggle Day for the kids in December and
as many as we can get for the vets at Veterans
Hospital in Long Beach.

FYI – I just picked up another box of tops
from the storage unit. Can’t wait to get them
measured and ready for adoption at the April
meeting. See you there.
Thanks for all you do!
Susi McLane

MASKS continued from Page 1
each, in dire need, getting
these families off the streets.
They are asking for 300 masks
for the staff — to keep their
front-line staff safe. Contact
Illumination Foundation
Director Yvette Ahlstrom at
714-287-5883 or yahlstrom@
ifhomeless.org.

Finally, Sandy Milo has shared
“North OC Masks for First
Responders,” a private Facebook group that coordinates
the collection and distribution
of personal protective equipment.
If your personal to-do list is
getting short or you just need

a change of activity, in addition to our Quilts for Kids,
Quilts for Vets, and Adopt-aTop, these sources for philanthropic endeavors should
keep us busy.
Becky Sproal
President

RETREAT continued from Page 9
game in Kaffe Fassett and one game in Reds.
I’m starting to wrap the Saran Wrap Ball with
goodies and bagging up Door Prizes and Swag
Bags and there will be four opportunity baskets for you to place your free tickets toward a
daily drawing. This is do as you please – come
as you are. You deserve some R&R.

If you have any questions, email me: sew2bpane@gmail.com
Patti Pane
Retreat Chair and Past President
sew2bpane@gmail.com
(714)366-4415, please text or leave a message

Orange County Quilters Guild, P.O. Box 3108, Orange, CA  92857
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OC Fair July 17-August 16, 2020

All for Fun

Now is the time to
get your quilts entered into the Orange
County Fair 2020.
Go to ocfair.com and
check the Competition Guide. There you
will find the rules,
dates and website to
enter your quilt. The last date to enter is May
29, but don’t wait till the last minute. OC Fair
does request you to send a picture when you
submit your entry. You will get an email of acceptance way before the day to drop of your
entry to the fair. OCQG will also spend a day
at the fair as we man one of the Demo Booths
in the Exhibit Hall. We have lots of fun talking
and sharing with many fair goers.

Hopefully some will be
interested in OCQG and
join (that’s how I became an OCQG member!) Spend just a couple hours in the booth
and the rest of the
day you can enjoy the
fair. The date will be
confirmed in June. Hope you can share some
time at the fair with me. The OC Fair is visited
by over a million people and is a fun Orange
County Community Event. A little small town
feel “All for FUN”.
Patti Pane
OC Fair Chair

CANCELED continued from Page 1
I know of a group who meet for “Handwork
Happy Hour” everyday! It is so very important
to be connected and to share.
Because we are not meeting this month, we
will reschedule our speaker, Lyn Brown and
her “Mystery” workshop. We are very grateful
for Lyn, her dedication to OCQG, and her flexibility during this time of COVID-19.
We are working on finding a simple platform

for members to “Sew and Tell”. Watch for an
email blast for details of how to post your
sewing projects for members to view and get
inspired.
We are hoping this will be temporary. Fingers
crossed we will resume meeting in May. In the
meantime - sew on!
Becky Sproal
President

Birthdays
Birthdays will return in May. Happy birthday to those April babies!
Page 14
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This is why we label our quilts!
I received an email from
Agnes. In it she describes a
box full of quilts which she
believed belonged to one
of our Orange County Guild
members.

This box was delivered to her
friend who had their boxes
delivered from storage. Agnes
believed the quilts belonged
to Kristin Stonham as there

were two with labels with her
name on them. She asked for
help locating Kristen, to get
the quilts back to their owner,
would be greatly appreciated.

She is in contact with Agnes
and her friend now. And —
lesson learned — be sure to
label your quilts!

Kristin lives in Washington
So, I forwarded the email to
now, belongs to two local
Kristin! And yes, she is missing quilt guilds and is raising her
quilts! She thought they were two young boys in a beautiful
perhaps still in other boxes
part of our country.
being used as padding — boxBecky Sproal
es they had not opened yet.
President

March Door Prize Winners
Sandra Brown
Black and white fat 		
			
quarters from Moore’s HB
Carolyn Erratt
Gift Card from Moore’s
			Brea
Nancy Balzadi
Fat quarters from Moore’s
			Brea
Becky Sproal
$10 gift card from Moore’s
			Brea
Laura Braun
Mel’s Sewing Gift Card
Bonnie Makevich Orange Quilt Bee Gift Card
Kathy Paterson
Jenny’s Fabric Gift Card
Susan Winnie
Jenny’s Fabric Gift Card
Kati Parvis
Orange Quilt Bee Gift Card
Beth Ferguson
Blue fat quarters
Vicki Slone		
Navy blue print and cat 		
			socks

Beth Stiel
Three patterns from
				Piecemakers
Lori Ferrari-McCoy
Three patterns from
				Piecemakers
Carol Harter
Three patterns from
				Piecemakers
Brigette Brink
Ruby Jubilee tickets
Barbara Purks
Simply Put pattern
				and stripped fat 		
				quarters
Lyn Brown			
PDX Flight kit row by
				row
Tammy Rook		
Pink fat quarters
Barbara Johnston		
Pink fat quarters
Helene Born
Craft organizer

March Attendance
Members 55
Guests 5

Orange County Quilters Guild, P.O. Box 3108, Orange, CA  92857
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UFO Challenge Is Back!
How many UFOs do you
have in your sewing room?
Wouldn’t you love to finish
them and make room for
newer projects? Join us for
the UFO challenge!
Now is the perfect
time to start this since
we’re all stuck at home
probably already working on them.
We want this to be
fun and doable for
everyone so here’s
how it’s going to work.
You choose from one to five
UFOs you’d like to complete
by February 2021. You tell me
which month which quilt will
be done. A completed UFO is
quilted and bound. You sign
up and pay a $10 entry fee
(no matter how many quilts
you submit).
There will be a drawing each

Page 16

month a UFO is due among
those who turn them in that
month. There will also be a
special drawing for a “grand
prize” for those who complete five quilts. Additionally,
tickets will be awarded for

random drawings throughout
our challenge period. See the
Sign Up Sheet for complete
details.
Let’s not let the fact that we
can’t meet in April delay our
start. Just complete the sign
up sheet, make out a check to
Orange County Quilt Guild for
$10 and mail both to Jennifer

Kerr at 800 Madera Place,
Fullerton, CA 92835. (Don’t
forget to keep a copy for yourself so you know what you’re
doing.)
If you’d rather pay by credit
card you can email
Sandy Milo with your
request, but please
still mail me the form.
I’ll make sure to put
tickets in for everyone
and we’ll have our
first drawing in May
whether we meet
together or not.
If you have any questions feel
free to give me a call (562715-2265). Have fun deciding
which UFOs you’ll work on.
And above all, stay safe and
healthy!
Jennifer Kerr
Queen of Fun

  Orange County Quilters Guild, P.O. Box 3108, Orange, CA

UFO CHALLENGE
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
What is a UFO? ItÕs that partially completed top that you started at a class but havenÕt Þnished. ItÕs a Þnished
top that still needs to be quilted. It could even be that quilt that just needs binding and a label, but itÕs been
sitting around a while waiting for you to make them. Whatever the case, letÕs dust oﬀ those older projects and
complete some UFOs. You could even win a prize for doing so!
We want this to be fun and doable for everyone so hereÕs how itÕs going to work. You choose from one to Þve
UFOs youÕd like to complete by February 2021. You tell me which month which quilt will be done. A
completed UFO is quilted and bound. WeÕd really like to see labels as well, but for this challenge itÕs not
necessary. You sign up below and pay a $10 entry fee (no matter how many quilts you submit).
There will be a drawing each month a UFO is due among those who turn them in that month. There will also
be a special drawing for a Ògrand prizeÓ for those who complete Þve quilts. Additionally, tickets will be
awarded for random drawings throughout our challenge period. Tickets are earned as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 tickets for signing up in April
1 ticket for signing up any other time
1 ticket for each UFO submitted (up to 5)
5 tickets for turning in your UFO on time
3 tickets for turning in your UFO, but late
1 ticket if the UFO has a label
1 ticket if the UFO has a hanging sleeve

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 ticket if completed UFO began in 2019-2020
2 tickets if completed UFO began in 2015-2018
3 tickets if completed UFO began in 2010-2014
4 tickets if completed UFO began in 2000-2009
5 tickets if completed UFO began in 1990-1999
6 tickets if completed UFO began in 1980-1989
7 tickets if completed UFO began before 1980

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Participant Information
Name:

________________________________________________________________________

First

Last

Description of UFO

Month Due

UFO #1

June

UFO #2

August

UFO #3

October

UFO #4

December

UFO #5

February

Orange County Quilters Guild, P.O. Box 3108, Orange, CA  92857

UFO Started When
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A special
thanks to
the Orange
Quilt Bee for
providing
space for
our
workshops!
www.OrangeCounty
QuiltersGuild.com
Copyright 2018

Do you want to reach several hundred quilting enthusiasts? Then this
is where you want to advertise. Contact OCQG_newsletter@yahoo.com
for more information.

Our Mission Statement

Orange County Quilters Guild is one of Southern California’s oldest quilt guilds. The guild is a non-profit organization formed to promote cooperation and the exchange of ideas among those interested in or engaged in
quilting; to encourage and maintain high standards of design and technique in quilting; to instruct members in
methods and techniques of creative quilting; and to inspire personal achievement.
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